In recent years, more and more financial management problems, such as portfolio selection, asset pricing, risk management, and asset-liability management problems, have been presented in the literature adopting formulation and solution approaches rooted in mathematical theory, as well as optimization methods.
Portfolio Selection. Three contributions focus on the topics of portfolio selection. In "Portfolio selection with subsistence consumption constraints and CARA utility, " by G. Shim and Y. H. Shin, the authors discuss the optimal consumption and portfolio choice problem with constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) utility and a subsistence consumption constraint. They obtain closed form solution of the proposed model by dynamic programming approach. In the paper entitled "Riskcontrolled multiobjective portfolio selection problem using a principle of compromise, " T. Hasuike and H. Katagiri present a robust-based multiobjective portfolio selection model with most probable random distribution derived from current market data and other random distributions of boom and recession. X. Yu et al., in the paper entitled "Optimal portfolio strategy under rolling economic maximum drawdown constraints, " deal with the problem of optimal portfolio strategy under rolling economic maximum drawdown constraint. Based on empirical analysis, the authors show that the estimated price can converge to the true price at a given rate by using CLM method, and this method is superior to the benchmark methods of binominal tree and finite difference with historic volatilities. In the paper entitled "Pricing extendible options using the fast Fourier transform, " S. N. I. Ibrahim et al. apply the fast Fourier transform (FFT) approach to derive a closed-form solution for holder-extendible call options. Compared to Monte Carlo simulation, numerical examples demonstrate that the FFT is both computationally more efficient and higher in accuracy.
Financial Forecasting. Five papers deal with financial forecasting problem by different methods. In the paper entitled "Modeling the dynamics of Shanghai interbank offered rate based on single-factor short rate processes, " X. Zhang proposes the maximum likelihood methodology to estimate the parameters of five single-factor interest rate models including Merton, GBM, Vasicek, CIR, and MRJD and compares these five different models of short-term interest rate dynamics in order to determine which model best fits the SHIBOR data. In the paper "Forecasting crude oil price with multiscale denoising ensemble model, " by X. Li et al., the authors propose a novel crude oil price forecasting methodology WDN-ICA-LSSVR, in which ICA is used to reduce the forecast matrix dimensions and the LSSVR based nonlinear ensemble algorithm is used to ensemble partial information set. L. Wang et al., in the paper "Generating moving average trading rules on the oil futures market with genetic algorithms, " apply genetic algorithms to generate moving average trading rules in the oil futures market. The authors compare the proposed trading rules with the buyand-hold strategy and conclude that the proposed trading rules can help trader make profits when there are obvious price fluctuations. In the paper entitled "Financial time series forecasting using directed-weighted chunking SVMs, " Y. Cai et al. propose a directed-weighted chunking SVMs algorithm for financial time series forecasting. Results show that the proposed algorithm can improve the computational speed without reducing prediction accuracy. In the paper "Analysis of multiple structural changes in financial contagion based on largest Lyapunov exponents, " R. Wang et al. propose a modified multiple structural change model to test structural breaks of a financial system based on largest Lyapunov exponents. Simulation results show that the new model has good capability in both finding the breakpoint and revealing the changes in nonlinear characteristics of the time series.
Investment and Reinsurance. The paper "Optimal investment and reinsurance for insurers with uncertain time-horizon, " by A. Gu et al., discusses the investment-reinsurance problems for an insurer with uncertain time-horizon. Assuming that the insurer can invest his/her surplus in a risky asset and purchase proportional reinsurance, two optimization problems are discussed in the cases of the surplus process described by a jump-diffusion model and a diffusion-approximation model. The expression for optimal investment and reinsurance strategy are derived by dynamic programming approach and Feynman-Kac representation.
Net Present Value Problem. The paper entitled "Possibilistic fuzzy net present value model and application, " by S. S. Appadoo, provides some moment properties with special type of fuzzy numbers, called ( , )-trapezoidal fuzzy number, and then proposes a fuzzy net present value model, which does not imply rejection of other discounted cash formulations but rather compliments existing fuzzy model formulation.
The papers, published in this special issue, have novelty and contain some interesting, creative, and prominent ideas. We do believe that all the papers published in this special issue will motivate further scientific activities in the field of mathematical modelling and algorithms in finance.
